
There was (general agreement) on the question of vmether or not a very 

serious staff meeting was needed, one in vmich the conditions were con-

ducive to everyone speaking up and voicing his opinions. Some thought 

that the physical condidtions of the meeting at Gammon had a lot to 

do with people 1 s participation (the fact that we were in a church, that 

it was hot most of the ime and that people 1·rer lined up in rai'fS facing 

the backs of the people in front of them), Some thought that the number 

of people vras too large, others thought that people r!e~ intimidated and 

therefore did not spe2.k. But everyone seemed to agree that we had a prob-

lem in that usually only a small group of people expressed their opinions. 

But we also had another problem v:hich vras that already the number of 

people meeting had become so small ( aoout 50 or 60 people) that there 

was no way of being sure that the group was representative of the staff. 

Those of us left found ourselves trying to speak for those who were no 

lotjger at Grunmon - i'ie tried to explain to ourselves why people hacL got-

ten fed up with the meeting enough to return to their projects without 

having said what -:vas on their minds. - we tried to explain why it seemed 

that some people just didn't care about staff meetings. So that one 

of the most important things that can be accomplised at the coming 

staff r.etreat is the creation of an atmosphere in which everyone feels 
mis 

free to speak for himself so that people don't/ represent ·w·hat you 

feel and so that what you f eel can be said in your mm words. 

The confusion that surrounds the working and talking of the committee 

which met following the staff meeting is very unfortunate. It threatens 

to tear us apart - to har m the people we are 1'0 rking with - and to 

waste our time, in that, WB vrill be talking about people's personalities 

and personal relationships rather than the crucial issues that we all 

agreed were so important. 

Some people feel that though the present constitution is outlined in 

part it should not be completely changed or discarded. Others feel that 

v-re should start from scratch and write a new constitution with the staff 

as the Sovereign Body. Some people fee that the idea of a "Sovereign 

Bodyu is somewhat abstract and not very clear to us - they feel that the 

staff could make our basic decisions 'With a fevv changes in the old con -

stitution. 

Some people feel that we should not organize other communities to beosme 

a part of SNCC but rather to build their uvnl indH.Ifo!U..l<;;ub o:q;o.n:l..7,,q_t,ion~. 

Some people feel that we should org.anize other communities and have them 



affiliate vri th us, while others feel that they should ~ only affiliate 

with us if -they want to - if t hey f eel the need. 

Part of the gDOUp was concerned about us creating a new structure which 

allowed for more people to do more things and make more decisions. Others 

agreed with that point of view but felt that we needed one person or a 

few people who f elt responsible for all of the jobs getting done. 

Criticism of our present structure does not have to be criticism of the 

peor:le who now hold key positions in that structure. Because Bob or Jim 

or Casey, or Guyot have differing opinions on these very important 

issues it does not mean that t hey are arguing against each others persona-

lities. Ffe have to stop t hinking in terms of these "top people" who hold 

nkey posi tions 11 and have n s trong personalities. 11 We do ourselves and 

them a dissefvice unless we address ourselves to the issues that we have 

rai sed and t hat vre think a.re important. Too many of us give too much 

attention to too few people. ne have a way of looking up to a small 

group of people to decide things for us and we never think about ourselves 

and our own needs. 

We all felt that the questions raised we re so important that they had 

to be answered before we could go on and that t s why vYe 1 re taking time 

out for a staff retreat. ,·,re are not doing it so that vre can all engage 

in gossiping end talking about power struggles and condemning individuals. 

Everyone should r ead the position papers and do a lot of thinking them-

I selves and even write if rhey want to, but vre shouldn t l et SNCC get in-

valved in petty infighting. -:'fe haven 1t the time - we have too many 

important things t o do. 
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